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Your hands glow with tired light, and when you touch the weapon, the light turns to it, so that it sheds quiet grey radiation as bright as light. You give the weapon a special capability bane that is undeliverable in addition to any other available properties. Against undead, your gun increase bonus is 2 higher than usual, and it deals with an
additional 2d6 points of damage against the undead. Spelling has no effect if throwing weapons that already have special capabilities bane undead. Alternatively, you can affect up to fifty arrows, bolts, or ammunition. Projects must be of the same type, and they need to be together, as in the same silence. Projectiles, but not discarded
weapons, lost their transmission after one attack. These weapons are considered to be good in line with the aim of overcoming damage reduction. Bane weapons offer an additional 1d10 Bane (not typed) damage per level of bane to a particular type of creature. (Creatures) Bane (X) Type: Modification of Basic Suffix price: +X Effect: Bane
weapons deal with additional damage Xd10 Bane (not tied) to certain types of creatures. ---: The information on this page may be inaccurate because of game updates. If you know of any information on this page error, please fix it by clicking the edit link above. If you can verify that all information on this page has been updated correctly,
please edit this page and remove this template. The following list has been out of date since U32 A Bane outstanding weapons attacked one type or subtype creature. Against the right type of creatures, bane gun effective increase bonuses are better than normal improvement bonuses. It also addresses the additional points of damage to
the enemy. This additional damage is not typed and cannot be reduced by energy resistance or any other form of damage reduction. Bane effects can be made on weapons, but this requires special materials, Soul Gems, of suitable types. Less Bane Type: Basic Suffix pricing modification: +1 Effect: Outstanding bane weapons attack one
type or subtype of the creature. Against that type of creature, the effective improvement bonus of these weapons is +1 better than its normal improvement bonus. It also deals with an additional 1d6 points of damage against the enemy. Bane Type: Basic Suffix pricing modifier: +2 Effect: Outstanding bane weapons attack one type or
subtype of the creature. Against that type of creature, the effective improvement bonus of these weapons is +2 better than the usual improvement bonus. It also deals with an additional 2d6 points of damage against the enemy. Larger Bane Type: Basic Suffix pricing modification: +3 Effect: Outstanding bane weapons attack one type or
subtype of the creature. Against the types of creatures This weapon effective upgrade bonus is +4 better than the usual upgrade bonus. It also deals with an additional 3d6 points of damage to the enemy. Epic Bane Type: Suffix Basic Price Modifier: Not available inside or craft Only found on: Epic Giant Bane on Ancient Epic Vulkoorim
Dagger Impressions: Brilliant bane weapons attack one type or subtype of creatures. Against that type of creature, the effective upgrade bonus of this weapon is +8 better than the usual upgrade bonus. He also dealt with an additional 6d6 points of damage to the enemy. Note: Thunderforged Tier 1 adds Epic Bane of Dragons, provides +8
to hit bonuses (no bonus damage unlike the upgrade bonuses it provides) and 5d6 points damage to dragons. Certain types of Exclusion creatures or examples are listed in post-race confinement. Click each race (or type) to go to its page, where you can search for detailed descriptions and a list of all the nation's giants (or types). Note
that not all types of giants are available for selection as Ranger's Preferred Enemy, and not all are found to be Bane's effect on weapons. Ranger Special Race TypesFavoredEnemy Other Types of WeaponsBane Alternative Types of Aberration Beholder Weapons, Dream Reaver, Drider, Drow Scorpion, Evil Eyes, Spooky Eyes, Mimic,
Mind Flayer, Giant Rust, Taken, Will O' Wisp Yes Harper Tier III,Primal Avatar Tier II Aberration bane Air Beyond Chaotic Neutral Outside: Djinn Ya1 - no Chaotic outdoor bane Mephit No1 - no Animal Color, Bear, Dog, Hyena, , Wolf Ya DWS Tier V Animal bane Construct Animated Object , Golem, Lifeless Object, Inevitable, Iron
Defender, Warforged Titan Yes Harper Tier III,Primal Avatar Tier II Construct bane Dragon Black Dragon, Blue Dragon, Green Dragon, Red Dragon, White Dragon Yes DWS Tier V, Harper Tier III Dragon bane Dwarf Duergar, Dwarf Ya DWS Tier V Dwarf bane Earth Outside, Elemental Earth, Elemental Fire, Invisible Stalker, Muckman,
Elemental Water Yes - Bane Elf Drow Elf , Elf Yes DWS Tier V Elf forbids evil beyond evil Chaotic Outsiders: Satan (Tanar'ri) Ya1 Harper Tier III EvilOutsiderbane Chaotic Outside bane Evil Lawful Outsiders: Satan (Baatezu), Reaper Ya1 - Legitimate outsider bane Miscellaneous Evil Outsiders: Daelkyr, Efreeti, Hag (Green Hags and
Night Hags only), Hellhound, Rakshasa, Quori, Salamander, Scorpion (Vulkoor and Wrathspawn Spawning only), Tiefling, Yugoloth Ya1 - Legitimate Outdoor Bane or Melee , depending on the juxtaposition of Fey Dryad, Satyr No2 - no Fire Outside Mephit No1 - no Giant Giant, Ogre, Ogre Magi, Trolls Yes DWS Tier V,Harper Tier III
Giant bane Gnoll Gnoll Yes DWS Tier V,Gnome Gnoll bane Goblinoid Bugbear, Hobgoblin ,Deep Gnome Goblinoid bane Good Outsiders Good Outsiders: Bralani Eladrin, Ghaele Eladrin Ya1 - no chaotic Outdoor bane Halfling Yes DWS Tier V Halfling bane Human Yes DWS Tier V Human bane Lawful Beyond Syaitan , Efreeti,
Hellhound, Rakshasa, Reaper Ya1 - Legitimate Outside Bane Living Construct Warforged No- (Fiendish, etc.), Fiendish Scorpion, Fiendish Spider, Hyena (Prairies Messenger only), Lion, Manticore, Panther, Purple Worm, Shaving Cat, Spider (Crimson Foot Spider, Fasa Spider, Whisperdoom, etc.), Wolf (Worgs and Winter Wolves only)
Yes DWS Tier V Magic Bane Monstrous Humanoid Gargoyle, Hag (Hags Forest only), Medusa, Minotaur, Sahg Basuh, Wildman, Yuan-ti Yes DWS Tier V,Harper Tier III Monstrous Humanoid bane Asli Orang Luar Crime Outsiders: Binding Ya1 - EvilOutsiderbane Lawful or Chaotic Outside bane, depending on the juxtaposition of Ooze
Arcane Ooze, Black Pudding, Gelatin Kiub Solek, Gray Ooze, Ochre Jelly, Spelling, Violet Slime Yes - Ooze bane Orc Half-Orc, Orc Yes DWS Tier V Orc bane Plant Kelpie, Plant Creatures, Shambling Mound, Vine Stalker, Wood Woad Yes DWS Tier V Plant Bane Reptilian Kobold , Lizardfolk, Troglodyte Yes DWS Tier V,Gnome, Deep
Gnome Reptilian bane Undead Beholder (Doomspheres only), Blue Dragon (Auraxyllon and Eternal only), Fire Elemental (Cinderspawn only), Man (Death Knights only), Ghast, Ghost, Lich, Mummy, Quell, Mouse, Shadow, Frame, Spectre, Vampire, Wheep, Wight, Wraith, Zombie Ya Harper Tier III,Vistani Tier I,Primal Avatar Tier II
Undead bane Vermin Scorpion, Spider No2 DWS Tier V Vermin bane Ranger's preferred enemy note: 1) For Outsiders, Rangers may select Riot Outsiders, Evil Outsiders, and/or Legitimate Outsiders (each separately). The giant Race category does not distinguish with juxtaposition, so these favored enemies tend to overlap some
Outsiders and detach others. Mephits is True Neutral, not Melee, Evil or Legitimate, and so is not protected by any possible ranger options. 2) In dnd, Fey and Vermin are legitimate selections for the Enemy Favored Ranger class – it's unclear why they're not in the DDO (although one can point out that, in Fey's case, there aren't enough
representatives to make that worth it). They can be found through the improvement of Deepwood Stalker Tier V. Also note that... Bane humanoid covers many of the above types. From the spelling of The Handrail, it includes Kobolds, Goblinoids, Troglodytes, all Race Players (except Warforged), ... and more. It is found only in randomly
produced weapons, and is not a possible option for the Ranger's Preferred Enemy. Incorporeal beings correspond to the above various types (e.g. Bad Outsiders, Undead). Both the Lower and Larger Incorporeal Bane exist in the game, on Tukul Fasa, Assassin's Kiss, and Epic Assassin Kiss and randomly produced cannith weapons.
Note that Incorporeal Bane does not imagine a touch of Ghost. Natural bane, the designation found only on historic weapons randomly and historically Cannith Crafted, covering all Animals, Vermin, Magic Beasts, Plants and Fey. Unnatural bane, the settings found on Slayer Hunter, randomly produced weapons, and Cannith Craft's
weapons, cover all Humanoids, Aberrations, and Undead. Bane Ooze did not make immune weapons to burst or split. (See Everbright) Note that some races are listed under different types. This is inevitable, since certain factors cause the same monster of race to fall under various types. For example, most of the blue dragons are of the
Dragon type, but Auraxyllon and Forever cannot be loaded, and so fall under the Undead type. The same goes for handles, humans, and unforcked mice. Likewise, the Evil Outsider may or may not be a Valid Outsider or an Outsider of Chaos, etc. Note choosing a bane weapon: The general rule of thumb is to choose the type of bane that
matches a certain type of monster, not race. In the example above, Auraxyllon is affected by the bane undead, but not by the dragon bane, although it is a blue dragon. Similarly, the Death Knights are affected by unnamed bane, but not human bane. The exception to this rule is that monsters of any kind outside can also be influenced by
legitimate outdoor banes or chaotic outdoor banes if the monster is legitimate or chaotic, respectively. See also: Damage vs Monster according to Type guide on DDOcompendium DDOcompendium
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